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Performance Optimization Based on
Analytical Modeling in a Real-Time System

with Constrained Time/Utility Functions
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Abstract— We consider a single-processor firm real-time (FRT) system with exponential inter-arrival and execution times for

jobs with relative deadlines following a general distribution. The scheduling policy of the system is first-come first-served (FCFS)

and the capacity of the system is arbitrary. This system is subject to an arbitrary shaped time/utility function (TUF) which

determines the accrued utility of each job according to its completion time. It is considered that the system power consumption

at different working states is predetermined for each processor speed. We have proposed an exact analytical method for the

calculation of specific performance and power-related measures of the system. The resulting analytical formulations for the

performance measures which are functions of the processor speed and system capacity are then optimized through appropriate

selection of the former parameter using derivatives and the latter parameter employing numerical search methods. Some

experimental results are presented for different unimodal TUFs in systems with deterministic and exponential relative deadlines.

For the latter distribution, the results are compared against similar results obtained through simulation for the non-preemptive

earliest-deadline-first (NP-EDF) scheduling policy. The comparisons show that FCFS is superior to NP-EDF for some measures

and TUFs.

Index Terms— Analytical modeling, Firm real-time system, Optimization, Performance modeling, Time/utility function.

——————————  ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

any emerging real-time embedded and mobile sys-
tems such as those related to applications in the
space and defense domains are used in critical and

harsh environments with uncertain properties. These un-
certainties are also applied to less critical systems such as
multimedia devices and applications. Such non-
determinisms which can be observed in the arrival pat-
tern of jobs as well as job characteristics (e.g., execution
times and deadlines) are usually described by stochastic
models.

One important issue in many such real-time systems is
the determination of their time constraints. As indicated
in [30], there exist two criteria for the execution of a real-
time job; one is known as urgency and is specified by its
deadline and the other is known as importance and is
determined by the exact instant of time that the job com-
pletes its execution. Classical studies on real-time sche-
duling algorithms have concentrated on the former crite-
rion through deadline-based decision makings. For ex-
ample, in earliest-deadline-first (EDF) [21] the job with
the earliest deadline is the one with the highest priority

and in minimum-laxity-first (MLF) [26] the job with the
minimum laxity time (the difference between the time left
to the job’s deadline and its remaining execution time)
has the highest priority. However, a number of studies
focus on the latter criterion, namely the importance of job
execution [6], [7], [19], [20], [22], [33]. This criterion is
usually characterized by the job’s time/utility function
(TUF), as proposed for the first time by Jensen et al. [14].

According to the traditional classification of real-time
systems [5], systems in which jobs meeting their dead-
lines attain a utility of 100% and those missing their dead-
lines can continue their execution with a decreasing com-
pletion-time dependent utility are categorized as soft real-
time (SRT); while systems in which jobs missing their
deadlines are of no value and are usually thrown away
immediately after their deadlines are called firm real-time
(FRT). This traditional classification can be generalized
using TUFs. Indeed, a TUF, which specifies the semantics
of SRT systems in a more precise manner, determines the
utility resulting from the execution of a job as a function
of its completion time (possibly before and/or after its
deadline), where the TUF is not necessarily a decreasing
function. Similar relations can also be defined between
TUFs and FRT systems which are discussed in the follow-
ing subsection.

In general, TUFs can be classified into unimodal and
multimodal functions. Unimodal TUFs are those in which
any decrease in utility cannot be followed by an increase.
Multimodal TUFs do not follow this constraint. TUF for
the classical deadline is a binary-valued, downward step
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function. A number of sample TUF shapes are presented
in [34] and the references therein for different applica-
tions. For example, brief discussions on the Airborne
WArning and Control System (AWACS) surveillance
mode tracker system and a coastal air defense system can
be found in [33] and [40]. Some notes on TUF shapes in
mobile ad-hoc network applications can also be found in
[11].

In TUF-constrained systems, completing the time-
constrained jobs as close as possible to their optimal com-
pletion times is desired. In such systems, an important
optimality criterion, known as utility accrual (UA), is
based on the accrued utility, e.g., maximizing the sum of
attained utilities by the real-time jobs or assuring satisfac-
tion of lower bounds on the individual jobs’ attained utili-
ties. In the environments with uncertain characteristics,
such performance measures are usually expressed proba-
bilistically. Even though the most general TUFs are mul-
timodals, most of the studies on the UA scheduling algo-
rithms consider simpler TUFs, e.g., step TUFs or special
cases of non-step unimodals.

The real-time embedded and mobile systems men-
tioned above have another major restriction, namely the
limitation of their energy resources. Recently, a vast
number of studies have focused on the reduction of the
energy consumption of such systems through techniques
such as dynamic voltage scaling (DVS) or adaptive body
biasing (ABB) [42], regarding their performance. With
DVS, an appropriate task or job dependent dynamic clock
frequency and voltage selection can be used for quadratic
energy saving at the expense of, roughly, linearly in-
creased job response time. Most of these studies such as
[3], [17], [23], [29], and [43] have concentrated on dead-
line-based scheduling algorithms with their respective
optimality criteria, whereas some studies such as [2], [34],
[37], [38], and [41] present scheduling algorithms that
consider the optimality of UA criteria.

1.1 Motivation and Paper Outline

In this study, we consider FRT systems with non-
preemptive TUF-constrained independent jobs. TUF-
constrained FRT systems can be defined as systems in
which jobs missing their deadlines should be thrown
away immediately, however, the time of the successful
completion of a job affects the importance of the job com-
pletion. This importance is based on the job’s TUF which
reaches zero on the respective deadline. Few studies such
as [6] and [33] have considered non-preemptive jobs in a
TUF-constrained system, where TUF shapes are too re-
strictive. In the current study, however, TUFs are allowed
to take arbitrary shapes. Furthermore, we consider the
class of non-idling service-time independent scheduling
algorithms that, when the system capacity is not full, do
not decide on accepting or rejecting a job on its arrival. In
particular, we concentrate on the first-come first-served
(FCFS) scheduling algorithm. We are interested in the
calculation of some performance and power-related
measures of the system. For the calculation of the favorite
power-related measure, the energy characterization of a
real CPU, namely PXA 270 processor [13] is taken into

account. We use the specification of the processor with
the DVS capability only for the calculation of the power
usage of the system, i.e., no dynamic selection of speeds is
considered in the current study. (Throughout this paper
we use the terms speed and service rate interchangeably.)

Thus, the contributions of this paper are as follows.
Even though, we have not proposed a new scheduling
algorithm, a precise analytical method for the calculation
of some performance and power-related measures are
presented for the FRT system with arbitrary shaped
TUFs. The utility perforamce measures are the expected
values of the accrued utility for all jobs as well as jobs
meeting their deadlines, job accrued utility per unit of
energy, and the assurance level of satisfying a predeter-
mined lower-bound on the percentage of job accrued util-
ity. Moreover, since the optimal configuration of the sys-
tem can usually be affected by different TUFs, the result-
ing analytical formulations may be used for finding the
optimal processor speeds as well as optimal system ca-
pacities in order to maximize the above mentioned meas-
ures. The optimal processor speed for a specified system
capacity is computed using derivatives and the optimal
capacity for the speed-optimized system is obtained
through a numerical search method. Finally, it is shown
that the system with an optimal configuration outper-
forms non-preemptive EDF (NP-EDF) for some TUFs. To
the best of the authors’ knowledge, there exists no precise
analytical method for the evaluation and parameter setup
of a similar system with TUF-constrained jobs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The sys-
tem and application models as well as the respective per-
formance measures are presented in Section 2. The queue-
ing model, its solution, and the details of calculation and
optimization of our favorite performance measures are
described in Section 3. The experimental setup and evalu-
ation, and the comparison of FCFS with respect to NP-
EDF are provided in Section 4. Section 5 discusses the
related works. Finally, concluding remarks are presented
beside some notes on future work in Section 6.

2 SYSTEM MODEL AND PERFORMANCE MEASURES

This section first identifies the system and application
models, and then, presents the formulations of our favo-
rite performance measures. Throughout this paper, we
assume statistical equilibrium and use  and  to denote
variables with values in the set of non-negative real num-
bers.

2.1 The System, Job and Utility Models

We consider a single-processor queue with an arbitrary
capacity K ( K ) and a service rate of . Jobs of this
system are defined as ),,,( UeaJ  , where a, e, , and U

are the job’s arrival time, execution time, relative dead-
line, and TUF, respectively. A state of the system is
shown with n, where nK is the number of jobs in the
system. These parameters are defined more precisely in
the following paragraphs.

The job arrival times (a) follow a Poisson process with
rate . An arriving job which finds the system full (i.e.,
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finds n=K) is blocked and must leave the system imme-
diately. Jobs entering the system are served in the order
of their arrival, i.e., the service discipline in the system is
FCFS.

Each job has an exponential execution time (e) with an
expected value e . Throughout this paper, all times are
normalized with respect to e .

Further, each job has a deadline. The difference be-
tween the deadline of a job and its arrival time, referred
to as a relative deadline, is a random variable  with a
cumulative distribution function (CDF) )(G . We assume
that )(G is a general CDF which may have a mass at the
infinity, i.e., in general, 0)(lim1)( 


tGP

t
 . A job

must leave the system as soon as it misses its deadline
irrespective of whether or not it is being served, i.e., each
job has a deadline until the end of its service. Job service
times and relative deadlines form sequences of indepen-
dently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random va-
riables which are mutually independent.

As indicated in Section 1, we consider TUF-constrained
FRT jobs. More precisely, the importance of meeting the
deadline of a job strongly depends on the instant of time
that the job completes its service. This importance is spe-
cified by the job’s TUF, namely ),( U as defined below

,at timejobaofcompletion

servicesuccessfultheofutilitythe),(









a

U
(1)

where  0 is the sojourn time (response time) of that
job, namely the time between the arrival and service
completion of the job. (We use the terms sojourn time and
response time interchangeably throughout this paper.)

(.)U is the same function for all jobs of the system. The
TUF of each job can take non-zero values only between
the arrival time and deadline of that job, namely in the
interval [ a , a ].

As also indicated in some previous studies such as [2],
[34], [37], [38], and [41], changing the processor speed
(and voltage) level can affect the accrued utility of the
jobs in the system. However, each processor has a prede-
fined power function Pprocessor(), which can be considered
as the energy consumption of the processor at speed  ,
normalized with respect to the time unit. This power
function may differ according to the working state (e.g.,
idle or busy) of the processor. A similar power function,
depicted as Pmemory(), can be considered for the memory
unit which is affected by the capacity as well as working
state of the memory unit. The values of these functions
may be influenced by the number of available jobs in the
system, as discussed in a more precise manner in Subsec-
tion 3.3. Therefore, the total power consumption of the
system is computed as

).()()(  memoryprocessor PPP  (2)

We will investigate some tradeoffs between the ac-
crued utility and power consumption of the system in the
following sections. In our study, without loss of generali-
ty, we will ignore the power consumption of the memory
unit, but consider the possible differences between pro-
cessor idle and busy states.

2.2 The System Performance Measures

This subsection introduces our favorite system perfor-
mance measures. We begin with the definition of our
principal performance variable. Let

service.

itscompletesitbeforemust waitrun,longin the

deadline,(no)infinitewithjobarrivingantimetheV

(3)

V is called the job offered sojourn (response) time. We

assume V if the arriving job is blocked due to full

system. We will be interested in finding the CDF of V

),()(   VPFV
(4)

or, equivalently, the probability density function (PDF)

.
)(

)(





d

dF
f V
V  (5)

More specific measures of performance may also be
defined using the PDF of V. In particular, we will be in-
terested in the probability of missing deadline, defined as

.)()()(
0


  dGfVP Vd
(6)

d represents the steady-state probability that a job
misses its deadline. Another important measure of per-
formance is the probability of blocking b , defined as

).(lim1)( tFVP V
t

b


 (7)

b is interpreted as the steady-state probability that an
arriving job is rejected due to full system. Further, the
probability of loss may be derived as





0

).()()()( VPdGfVP Vbd  (8)

 is viewed as the steady-state probability that a job is
lost due to either missing its deadline or being rejected
because of a full system.

The above performance measures assume no signific-
ance for the completion instant of a job that meets its
deadline. Rather, as indicated before, the instant of time is
quite effective on the performance of many applications.
For a large number of applications, the accrued utility at
the completion instant of time is determined by the re-
spective TUF. In the following, we consider this property
as the basis for the further performance measures. Let

job.arrivinganofutilityaccruedrun-longthe (8)

 is called the job offered accrued utility. The job expected

accrued utility  , as the first utility performance measure in
this paper, can be obtained as

 
 








0
,),()()( 


ddxxUxgfV

(9)

where (.)U is defined as in (1) and (.)g is the PDF of
the random variable  , i.e., 




0
)()( dxxgG .  is inter-

preted as the steady-state utility which is expected to be
accrued by a job. The inner integral in the right hand side
of (9) is the expected utility of a successful job with a re-
sponse time  (which meets its deadline) and the outer
integral calculates the overall expected value of the same
measure. Assuming 1),( U for all values of relative
deadline  and response time   (binary-valued,
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downward step TUF), the probability of meeting dead-
line, i.e., 1 is calculated through (9).

The second utility performance measure that we con-
sider is

succ which defines the expected accrued utility
for the successful jobs, namely the jobs meeting their
deadlines. This measure expresses the quality of the suc-
cessful jobs. It may be preferable for an application to
have less jobs meeting their deadlines, but each with a
utility closer to its optimal value. This may be the case for
many cost-effective (such as military and space related)
applications.

succ is calculated as

 
.

)(1)(

)),()()((

1
0

0



 


 
















dGf

ddxxUxgf

V

V

succ
(10)

For the third utility performance measure, we first de-
fine

,at timejobaofcompletion

servicesuccessfultheofratio-utilitythe
)(

),(
),(

max












a

u

U
(11)

where  0 and

),(max)(
],0[

max 


Uu


 (12)

is the maximum possible utility of a job with a relative

deadline  . Consider

job.arrivinganofratio-utilityrun-longthe (13)

We will be interested in finding the CDF of 
),()(   PF (14)

or, equivalently, the PDF

.
)(

)(





d

dF
f 
  (15)

As the third utility performance measure, we consider

)(A as the assurance level of satisfying a lower bound

%]100%,0[ on the job offered utility-ratio  . More pre-

cisely, for a given PDF (.)g for the job relative deadline,

)(A defines the probability that the attained utility by a

job with a relative deadline  is at least )(max u . In this

regards, the performance measure (.)A can be calculated

as

).(1)()(   FPA (16)

The forth utility performance measure of interest is the
expected job accrued utility-power ratio (UPR), defined as

 
 


0

.)),()((
)(

)(







ddxxUxg
P

fV (17)

This measure defines the expected job accrued utility per

unit of energy at an specified service rate , which deter-
mines how well the energy resources are used for utility
accrual.

The precise calculations for the derivation of the above
performance and power-related measures are presented
in the following section.

3 QUEUEING MODEL

In the following, in Subsection 3.1, the formulations of
some important conditional performance variables of the
FRT system are presented. Then, in Subsection 3.2, a solu-
tion for the queueing model of the system is provided
beside the way of calculating some elementary perfor-
mance measures. Afterwards, in Subsection 3.3., some
complementary calculations are carried out for the utility
performance measures discussed in Subsection 2.2 and
the optimization scenario is also described.

3.1 Conditional Performance Variables

We begin with some notations which are used throughout
this paper. Let N be the set of natural numbers and R+ the
set of positive real numbers. For t,R+ and nN, let

.at timesystemin thejobsareegiven ther

),,[duringdeadlineitsmissessystem

in thejobstheofoney thatprobabilitthe),(

tn

tt

tn









(18)

Define

,
),(

lim)(
0 






t
t n

n





(19)

).(lim tn
t

n 


 (20)

n is the (steady-state) rate of missing deadlines, given
there are n jobs in the system (including the one being
served).

Barrer [4] first derived an expression for the parameter
n, in terms of µ and , for a model with a deterministic
job relative deadline, infinite capacity, Poisson arrival
process, and FCFS scheduling algorithm. Barrer's result is
extended to a larger class of models, namely those with a
general job relative deadline, an arbitrary capacity, and a
state-dependent Poisson arrival process in [28]. The con-
cept of this parameter has also been used for approximat-
ing the performance of systems with EDF scheduling al-
gorithm in both preemptive [16] and non-preemptive [15]
cases.

In [28], Movaghar has derived a closed-form solution
for the PDF of the job offered sojourn time, given the
number of jobs in the system. Let,

system.in thejobsfindsitgivenservice,

itscompletesitbeforemust waitrun,longin the

deadline,(no)infinitewithjobarrivingantimethe

n

Vn 

(21)

Vn is called the job offered sojourn-time, given there are n
jobs in the system. Let

),()(   nV VPF
n

(22)

.
)(

)(





d

dF
f n

n

V

V  (23)

Define )(sn to be the Laplace transform of
n

dxxG




 



0
))(1( , i.e.,

 
 
0 0

.]))(1([)( 
dedxxGs sn

n
(24)
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As shown in [28], )(
nVf defined above can be obtained as

  .)(1
)(

1
)(

0




 





 


  edxxGf

n

n

Vn
(25)

Similarly, it has been proven that a closed-form solution
to the loss rate n, as defined in (20), is as follows

.0if,
)(

)(

,0

1

0
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n

n
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(26)

3.2 Model Solution and Elementary Performance
Measures

In this subsection, we present a Markovian view to the
long-run behavior of the queueing system considered in
Section 2. The resulting model will be solved analytically
using some standard Markovian solution techniques. Let

.at timesystemsin thejobs

arerey that theprobabilitThe)(

tn

tn 
(27)

Assuming K as the capacity of the system, as defined in

Subsection 2.1, we can write
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Let

).(lim tn
t

n 


 (29)

Then, in equilibrium, (28) can be rewritten as follows

 
    .0if,0
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(30)

Solving the equilibrium, we obtain
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 (31)

Using (26), we get

,0if,)(
!

0 Kn
n

n

n

n  


 (32)

where )(n is defined as in (24).
n is the steady-state

probability that an incoming job finds n jobs in the sys-

tem. The normalizing condition is





K

n
n

0

.1 (33)

From (32) and (33) above, we obtain
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 (34)

Using some algebra on (34) for the case of infinite capaci-

ty, we get
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1

0

)(1
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dxxG

(35)

Given )(
nVf as in (25), the PDF of job offered sojourn

time can then be obtained as
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0

).()(
K

n
VnV n

ff  (36)

In the case of infinite capacity, we can write
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Having )(Vf and using (6), the probability of missing

deadline can simply be calculated. Meanwhile, given
n

as in (26), the probability of missing deadline in the sys-

tem can also be derived as

,
λ

λ

1n

0

1









 

K

nn

K

n
n

K

n
nn

d







 (38)

which is the average deadline miss rate divided by the
average job arrival rate. The probability that an incoming
job finds that the system is full, i.e., the blocking probabil-
ity is simply

.Kb   (39)

(Note that 0b for a system with infinite capacity.)

Using some algebra on (38) with the consideration of (26)

and (32), we can rewrite (38) as

.)1(1 0 bd 



  (40)

3.3 Utility Performance Measures and Model
Optimization

This subsection presents the details of the calculations
for the utility performance measures previously defined
in Subsection 2.2 and the optimization scenario for these
measures. The main goal of the optimization is to find the
best service rates (processor speeds) to maximize such
measures. Next, the optimal service rates can be used to
find the optimal system capacity among some conceivable
system capacities for maximizing each measure.

Utility Performance Measures. Given a PDF (.)g for
the relative deadline of arriving jobs, we can calculate the
PDF of the job offered sojourn time )(Vf through (36) (or
(37) for infinite capacity) by following the solution me-
thod presented in Subsection 3.2. Subsequently, given an
specified TUF (.)U for the jobs, the job expected accrued
utility  , as defined in (9), as well as the expected ac-
crued utility for the successful jobs, namely

succ , as de-
fined in (10), can be calculated. Meanwhile, since

bd   can simply be obtained through (40),
succ as

in (10) can be rewritten as

,

)1( 0






succ

(41)

where 0 can be calculated through (34) (or (35) for infi-
nite capacity).

For the calculation of )(A , %]100%,0[ , as the assur-
ance level of satisfying a lower bound  on the job of-
fered utility-ratio, we need to have the PDF of the long-
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run utility-ratio of arriving jobs, namely (.)f .
In order to find the value of (.)f at some specific util-

ity-ratio  , we first define a set }),(|{),(  S ,
where the definition of ),(  is given in (11). This set
consists of all the relative times with respect to the arrival
time of a job with relative deadline  , at which the accru-
able utility-ratio is  . For a given TUF (.)U , this set may
be constructed from two discrete and continuous subsets
of relative times, shown with ),(D S and ),(C S , re-
spectively. Thus, we have

).,(),(),( CD  SSS  (42)

In this regards, the PDF of  for the discrete portion can
be calculated as

.)()()(
0 ),(

D
D 



 
xS V dxxgff


 (43)

For the continuous portion, it can be obtained as

.)()()(
0 ),(

C
C 



 
xS V dxdxgff


 (44)

Summing these two portions together, the PDF of job of-
fered utility-ratio  is calculated as

).()()( CD    fff (45)

Next, using (45) and (16), the assurance level of satisfy-
ing at least a fraction %]100%,0[ of the maximum poss-
ible utility of arriving jobs in the long run, i.e., )(A can
be calculated. Some clarifying examples on this matter are
presented in Section 4.

As mentioned earlier, many modern processors can
operate in different speed levels. Even though these speed
levels are discrete in nature, we can approximate any ser-
vice rate in a continuous range by switching between its
two adjacent speeds using DVS [17]. However, in order to
avoid losing the main goals of this paper, and due to the
fact that we have mentioned in Section 1 that dynamic
speed selection is not studied in the current paper, we
simply assume continuous speed levels. Nevertheless,
according to the method presented in [17], the usage of
discrete speed levels is also straightforward. We assume
an instantaneous power function );( tP  for our system,
which determines the power usage of the system at time t
with a processor working at a service rate .. Depending
on the instantaneous population of the system, this func-
tion can be calculated as

 



K

n

memory
n

processor
nn PPttP

0

,)()()();(  (46)

where )(processor
nP and )(memory

nP , respectively, are the
power consumption of the processor and memory at ser-
vice rate  when n jobs are in the system. )(processor

nP may
differ when the processor is idle (n=0) or busy (n1).

)(memory
nP may also differ based on the number of jobs

which their code and data are stored in the memory. Let

).;(lim)( tPP
t




 (47)

)(P , as defined in (47), is the long-run rate of energy

depletion of the system. Then, in steady state, (46) can be

rewritten as follows

 .)()()(
0




K

n

memory
n

processor
nn PPP  (48)

In this regards, for a given PDF (.)g for the job relative

deadline and an specified TUF (.)U , the expected job ac-

crued utility-power ratio (UPR), namely  , can be ob-

tained using (17) , (36) (or (37) for infinite capacity), and

(48).

Model Optimization. All of the above mentioned per-
formance measures are functions of the service rate  and
the system capacity K. First, we assume that the capacity
K is given. In order to maximize the expected values of
the accrued utility for all jobs  as well as successful jobs

succ , the service rates satisfying the equalities 0 
and 0 succ should be computed as the optimal ser-
vice rates (opt). For the assurance level of satisfying a
lower bound  on the job offered utility-ratio )(A , the
optimal value of the service rate, i.e., opt should be com-
puted through solving the equation 0(.)  A . Howev-
er, sometimes it is needed to guarantee a statistical per-
formance requirement for the system as )(A A0 by se-
lecting an appropriate processor speed, where A0 is a
predetermined threshold [38]. If the minimum statistical
performance requirements determined by the threshold
cannot be satisfied through appropriate selection of the
service rate, the objective is usually to maximize the ex-
pected job accrued utility  as described above. Finally,
the same scenario, namely finding the optimal service
rate via solving 0  , will result in the maximiza-
tion of the expected job accrued UPR  . Since these equ-
ations may be hard to solve analytically (depending on
the complexity of the TUF and the distribution of relative
deadlines), we have used some numerical methods to
find the optimal service rate opt in the studied cases, as
indicated in Section 4.

Now, assume that K can also be changed. After finding
the optimal speeds for each utility performance measure
and some conceivable system capacities (K), we can use a
simple numerical search method to find the optimal value
of K for that measure. The experimental evaluation pre-
sented in Section 4 will further illustrate this matter.

4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present some numerical examples for
the comparative evaluation of the discussed utility per-
formance measures for two popular scheduling policies.
In Subsection 4.1, the parameter settings, some important
calculations for the settings, and some optimization me-
thods which are used in the evaluations are specified.
Afterwards, in Subsections 4.2 and 4.3, the numerical re-
sults for two distributions of relative deadlines are dis-
cussed.

4.1 Experimental Framework

The experiments have been done for both FCFS and NP-
EDF scheduling policies. NP-EDF is an optimal policy
within the class of non-idling service-time independent
non-preemptive scheduling policies [9], [31]. The schedul-
ing policies are compared together with respect to the
utility performance measures for different capacities of
the queueing system as well as different TUFs.
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TABLE 1

U(.) FOR TUF TYPES I, II, III, AND IV AND THE BASIC FORMUKATIONS FOR THE RESPECTIVE )(f AS WELL AS )(A FOR %80
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The parameter values are as follows: the offered load
to the system 1 , the mean relative deadline 8 , and
the minimum desired utility-ratio %80 . Furthermore,
the experiments have been done for two distributions of
relative deadlines, namely deterministic (for which EDF
mimics FCFS) and exponential.

We consider four unimodal TUFs, namely, binary-
valued downward step, non-increasing, non-decreasing,
and bell-shaped functions, referred to as Types I, II, III,
and IV, respectively. TUF Type I is the classical deadline.
AWACS tracker [33] is an example for functions similar to
TUF Type II. As examples for TUF Type III, we can refer
to many forecasting systems (e.g., weather, earthquake,
stock price, etc.) that the time at which the results are
needed is the deadline, after which the forecasting is of no
utility. Further, as the time goes ahead, the gathered in-
formation for the forecasting are more accurate and up-
dated, and therefore, the results are more valuable. The
coastal air defense system [33] is also an example for
functions with one peak, similar to TUF Type IV. (.)U for
these TUFs are summarized in Table 1. All these functions
are bounded to the utility range of [0, 1] and tried to have
similar formulations. However, any other utility function
similar to the ones presented in [35] and [40] (which are
based on a formulation proposed in [22]) could also be
used.

Meanwhile, the basic formulations for the PDF of the
job offered utility-ratio  which are used in the calcula-
tion of )(A are presented in Table 1. Since )(A , as de-
fined in (16), is desired for %80 , we are interested in
the values of the PDF )(f for only %]100%,80[ . As can
be seen in the table, for TUF Type I, we have a continuous
interval for the relative times with the value of %100 ,
namely the interval ],0[  for a job with a relative deadline
 . Then, )(Cf can be obtained using (44). However, for
TUF Types II and III, only one discrete relative time exists
for each value of  in the above mentioned range, for
which the value of )(Df can simply be obtained through

(43). For TUF Type IV, two discrete relative times exist for
each  in the mentioned range, except for %100 , for
which one discrete relative time exists. (See the depicted
TUF shapes for better realization.) According to the for-
mulation %)80(%)80(  PA , for each TUF type, the
summation of the PDFs for the relative times  with

%80),(  x for each relative deadline x should be
calculated, where x is a relative deadline inside the inte-
grals in the last column of Table 1. In this regards, the
reasoning for the bounds of the inner integrals in that
column is specified.

For the power-related measure, we ignore the power
consumption of the memory unit, i.e., we assume

0)( memory
nP . However, the possible difference between

the processor idle (n=0) and busy (n1) power usage is
taken into account. The processor power model used in
our experiments has been extracted from the data sheets
of the Intel XScale PXA270 processor [13]. The speed le-
vels (s) in MHz, normalized service rates with respect to
the maximum processor speed (Norm), as well as the ac-
tual power consumption of the processor in active (powA)
and idle (powI) states, both in Watts, are summarized in
Table 2. As indicated in [13], although these values may
vary across different platforms, they can be used as a
guideline for power consumption in a sample platform.
In order to use this information in our optimization prob-
lem and due to the fact that we assume a continuous
range of speeds normalized within the range of [0, 1], two
cubic fitting functions for powA, as

029.052.055.017.0 23   , and for powI, as

003.048.047.024.0 23   , are introduced.
In order to find the optimal processor speeds for max-

imizing the objective functions of the system with FCFS
scheduling policy, we have used the method proposed in
Subsection 3.3. Primarily, the interval analysis method
[12] using Hessians is applied for this optimization prob-
lem through employing the INTLAB V5.5 [25] toolbox. In
some cases where the computations are hard due to the
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TABLE 2

SPECIFICATIONS OF THE INTEL XSCALE PXA270 PROCESSOR

[13]

s

(MHz)

s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7

13 104 208 312 416 520 624

Norm 0.0208 0.1666 0.3333 0.5000 0.6666 0.8333 1

powA

(Watts)
0.044 0.116 0.279 0.390 0.570 0.747 0.925

powI

(Watts)
0.015 0.064 0.129 0.154 0.186 0.222 0.260

nature of the TUFs besides the PDF of relative deadlines,
we have used quadrature method with an absolute error
tolerance of 10-10 and global line search (GLS) method
using a respective MATLAB toolset [24]. (For relatively
simpler utility functions, as the ones used in a number of
previous studies, we can find the optimal speeds for the
resulting objective functions solely through the interval
analysis method and Hessians.) The results for determi-
nistic and exponential relative deadlines are examined by
checking different initial values for the numerical optimi-
zation methods. The selected configurations have only
one local (or equivalently global) optimal value. There-
fore, the search methods converge to the desired global
optimal value. The same performance measures for the
NP-EDF scheduling policy are obtained through simula-
tions. The simulations have been done using a discrete
event simulator written in C++ via the Visual C++ compi-
ler. The experiments have been done for 10 times for
every system configuration, each with 100000 arrivals.
The confidence level for our simulations is 99% within the
confidence interval of 0.001. The optimal speeds for the
objective functions of the queueing system with the NP-
EDF scheduling policy are obtained through the GLS me-
thod.

4.2 Results for Deterministic Relative Deadline

As the first example, we consider deterministic distribu-
tion of relative deadlines. Assume

),(),(  Dg (49)

as the PDF for deterministic relative deadline, where  is
the mean value of the random variable  and )( is a
Dirac delta (impulse) function. Let )(nE denote an Erlang
random variable with parameters n and  ( 0)0( E ) and
the CDF of
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Using (24), we get
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where )()( nEF is defined in (50). Using (26), we find
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Further, the PDF of the conditional job offered sojourn
time, )(

nVf , is given by
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through (25) and (49). Using the above calculations beside
the solution method presented in Subsection 3.2 and the
discussions of Subsection 3.3,  and succ can be calcu-
lated. Further, with the addition of the information pre-
sented in Table 1, )(A for %80 can be obtained.
Meanwhile, using the functions of powA and powI, which
are presented in Subsection 4.1, beside (48),  can also be
derived. Afterwards, the optimization method described
in Subsection 3.3 can be applied.

Fig. 1 shows the optimal speeds (opt) as well as their
respective expected job accrued utility (opt) for different
values of the system capacity K. As can be observed, for a
Type II system, K=2 and for a Type IV system, K=7 are the
optimal system capacities to maximize opt. Fig. 2 shows
the optimal speeds as well as their respective expected job
accrued UPR (opt) for the same capacities. It can be seen
that K=1 and K=3 are the best capacities for Type II and
Type IV systems, respectively. On the other hand, both
opt and opt increase with K for Type I and Type III sys-
tems. Fig. 3(a) shows the assurance level of satisfying a
utility-ratio of at least 80%, namely A(80%) for the service
rates depicted in Fig. 1(a). The maximum probabilities are
obtained for capacities 1 and 7 for Type II and Type IV
systems, respectively. Meanwhile, such probabilities
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(b)
Fig. 1. Expected job accrued utility for deterministic relative dead-
lines: (a) optimal speed (b) respective optimal job accrued utility.
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(b)
Fig. 2. Expected job accrued UPR for deterministic relative dead-
lines: (a) optimal speed (b) respective optimal job accrued UPR.
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(b)
Fig. 3. Deterministic relative deadlines: (a) assurance level A(80%),
(b) expected successful job accrued utility,

succ .

TABLE 3

THE BEST SYSTEM CAPACITIES FOR DIFFERENT UTILITY PER-

FORMANCE MEASURES AND TUF TYPES

Deterministic

Relative Deadline

K

Type I Type II Type III Type IV

opt a 2  7

opt  1  3

A(80%)  1  7

succ(.) fixed b  5

aIncreases with K, bDecreases with K

increase with K for Type I and Type III systems. Fig. 3(b)
shows

succ for the service rates of Fig. 1(a). Since every
job that meets its deadline accrues utility 1 in a Type I
system, the value of succ is constantly 1. Such values for
the Type II system decrease with K and for the Type III
system increase with K. The best value for the Type IV
system is obtained at K=5. The above descriptions are
summarized in Table 3.

4.3 Results for Exponential Relative Deadline

As the second example, we study the exponential distri-
bution of relative deadlines with the following PDF for
the random variable  :

,
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where  is the mean job relative deadline. Using (24)
and (26) respectively, we obtain
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Likewise, the PDF of the conditional job offered sojourn
time )(

nVf is derived as
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using (25) and (54). Afterwards, similar to the case of de-
terministic relative deadline, using the method presented
in Subsections 3.2 and 3.3 beside the information pro-
vided in Table 1, the calculation and optimization of the
desired utility performance measures can be carried out.
Fig. 4 shows the optimal speeds as well as their respective

expected job accrued utility for different values of the

system capacity K and both FCFS and NP-EDF schedul-

ing policies. In all cases, for K=1 and 2, NP-EDF mimics

FCFS. As can be observed, for the Type II system, FCFS

accrues more utility than NP-EDF. It is due to the reason

that FCFS tries to execute a job as close as possible to its

arrival time, which seems a good decision for this type of

TUFs. Fig. 5 presents the results for the expected job ac-

crued UPR. It can be seen that for the Type II system,

FCFS behaves better than NP-EDF. For the Type IV sys-

tem, except in the case of K=3, FCFS is again better than

NP-EDF. In a similar manner, we can expect more im-

provements of FCFS over NP-EDF for specific TUFs. In
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TABLE 4

COMPARISON OF THE BEST SYSTEM CAPACITIES BETWEEN

FCFS AND NP-EDF FOR DIFFERENT UTILITY PERFORMANCE

MEASURES AND TUF TYPES

Exponential

Relative

Deadline

K

Type I Type II Type III Type IV

FCFS NP-EDF FCFS NP-EDF FCFS NP-EDF FCFS NP-EDF

opt a  3 2    9

opt   1 1   8 3

A(80%)   2 2    8

succ(.) fixed fixed 1 1 15 15  6

aIncreases with K

other words, regarding opt, FCFS may be a good policy

for some TUFs with special properties. However, finding

such TUFs is not the main concern of this study; neverthe-

less, it can be considered as a further investigation. Fig.

6(a) shows A(80%) for the service rates depicted in Fig.

4(a). According to the results, FCFS outperforms NP-EDF

for the Type II system. Fig. 6(b) shows
succ for the ser-

vice rates of Fig. 4(a). Regarding
succ , for the Type II sys-

tem as well as the Type IV system with K>10, FCFS out-

performs NP-EDF. Table 4 summarizes the best values of

K for each of the above cases with both FCFS and NP-EDF

policies.
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(b)
Fig. 4. Expected job accrued utility for exponential relative deadlines:
(a) optimal speed (b) respective optimal accrued utility. (Solid lines:
FCFS, dotted lines: NP-EDF)
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(b)
Fig. 5. Expected job accrued UPR for exponential relative deadlines:
(a) optimal speed (b) respective optimal job accrued UPR. (Solid
lines: FCFS, dotted lines: NP-EDF)
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(b)
Fig. 6. (a) The assurance level A(80%), (b) expected successful job
accrued utility,

succ .(Solid lines: FCFS, dotted lines: NP-EDF)
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5 RELATED WORK

In this section, we first present an overview on some
deadline-based scheduling algorithms. Afterwards, a sur-
vey on UA scheduling algorithms with energy concerns
as well as without energy concerns is presented.

Most of the previous studies on real-time scheduling
algorithms have concentrated on deadline-based algo-
rithms, i.e., algorithms which their main targets are meet-
ing job deadlines. Some examples are EDF [21] and MLF
[26]. It is well known that in an underloaded system, EDF
and MLF are optimal algorithms among deadline-based
scheduling policies. Thus, they can propose feasible sche-
dules satisfying all the job deadlines. The optimality of
preemptive EDF within the class of non-idling service-
time independent preemptive scheduling policies has
been shown in [9]. Further, the optimality of non-
preemptive EDF within the class of non-idling service-
time independent non-preemptive policies is shown in
[10]. It is also proved in [31] that among the non-UA
scheduling algorithms in an overloaded FRT system, EDF
is optimal and maximizes the fraction of independent jobs
meeting their deadlines. In other words, assuming binary-
valued downward step TUF, EDF in a FRT system max-
imizes the accrued utility.

For independent jobs with step TUFs in an overloaded

system, Dover is shown to have the optimal competitive

factor [18], even though its average performance is quite

poor for random jobs [19]. DASA without Dependency

(or DASA-ND) [8] also considers step TUFs and over-

loads. DASA allows jobs to mutually exclusively share

non-CPU resources under the single-unit resource request

model.

The first publicized UA scheduling algorithm that con-
siders almost arbitrary TUF shapes for preemptive inde-
pendent jobs is LBESA [22]. Assume a metric called po-
tential utility density (PUD) for a job (or task) as the ratio
of the expected job utility to the remaining job execution
time [40]. LBESA examines jobs in an EDF order and per-
forms a feasibility check where it rejects jobs with lower
PUDs until the schedule is feasible. Some extensions to
the algorithm, with the same basic idea as LBESA, are
presented in [1] and [26]. Non-step TUFs are also consi-
dered by GUS [19] and RUA [36] algorithms which both
use the concept of PUD. GUS allows resource sharing
among jobs with arbitrary TUFs. RUA considers preemp-
tive jobs in a FRT system subject to arbitrarily shaped
TUFs (where all job TUFs are assumed to reach zero value
at the respective deadlines) and concurrent sharing of
non-CPU resources. Despite GUS that assumes single-
unit resource request model, RUA considers the multi-
unit resource request model. As another study, the S-UA
algorithm proposed in [20] provides probabilistic bounds
on task-level accrued utilities.

Both LBESA and DASA yield optimal total utility un-
der downward step TUFs during underloads [7]. GUS,
DASA, and LBESA have the best performance among
existing UA algorithms [19]. Moreover, DASA and LBE-
SA mimic EDF to reap its optimality during underloads.
Several more UA scheduling algorithms have also been

developed. Examples include CMA [6], UPA [33] (which
is shown to have higher accrued utility than EDF and
CMA), as well as CUA [35]. The CMA and UPA algo-
rithms which require the knowledge of job execution
times consider non-increasing TUFs in the context of non-
preemptive scheduling of independent jobs. On the other
hand, GUS, CUA, and RUA consider arbitrary TUFs,
preemptive scheduling, and resource dependencies
among jobs.

None of the above efforts on UA scheduling algo-
rithms considers energy consumption limitations. They
try to maximize the accrued utility using scheduling deci-
sions, while the capabilities available in today CPUs can
be used to maximize the accrued utility, energy saving, or
even both. Most of the past efforts on energy-efficient
real-time scheduling focus on maximizing the energy sav-
ings, while guaranteeing some deadline-based timeliness
criteria, such as meeting all or some fraction of deadlines.
Examples are [3], [23] and [17] (and the references there-
in) for hard, soft, and firm real-time systems, respectively.

One of the first studies on energy-efficient UA schedul-
ing is PA-BTA [32], which heuristically computes sche-
dules to maximize a proposed performance metric called
Energy and Real-time performance Grade (ERG) for jobs
with non-increasing TUFs. ERG is a linear combination of
accrued utility and saved energy. As another example of
studies in this issue, [39] presents an algorithm called
EUA for jobs with a minimum inter-arrival time, which
are subject to step TUFs. EUA provides statistical assur-
ances on some performance measures while taking into
account the system energy efficiency. In [37], an energy-
efficient multicriteria real-time scheduling algorithm
called EUA* is presented. Its objective is to probabilistical-
ly satisfy lower bounds on the accrued utility while max-
imizing the system-level energy efficiency, for a relatively
general model of arrivals. EUA* achieves optimal timeli-
ness during underloads, and identifies the conditions un-
der which timeliness assurances hold. ReUA [41], as
another algorithm, considers an application model where
jobs are subject to non-increasing TUFs. The algorithm
targets mobile embedded systems where system-level
energy consumption is also a major concern. It satisfies
the statistical performance requirements on individual job
timeliness behavior as well as maximizing the system-
level energy efficiency, while respecting resource con-
straints. Since the problem is NP-hard, ReUA allocates
CPU cycles using statistical properties of application cycle
demands, and heuristically computes schedules with a
polynomial time cost.

In [38], a DVS-based CPU scheduling algorithm called
EBUA is presented. It considers preemptive jobs that are
subject to non-increasing TUFs, mutual exclusion re-
source dependencies, statistical task-level timeliness as-
surance requirements, and an energy budget which can-
not be exceeded at run-time. This algorithm tries to max-
imize a metric called Utility and Energy Ratio (or UER),
namely the amount of utility that can be accrued per unit
of energy, by executing the jobs (and their dependents
due to resource dependencies) in a proper manner. In
spite of other UA scheduling algorithms that maximize
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the collective utility attained by all jobs, EBUA provides
assurance on individual job’s timeliness behavior, i.e., it
probabilistically satisfies a lower bound on individual
job’s accrued utility. Whenever the tasks are independent
and no DVS is used, EBUA behaves like the Dynamic
Timeliness-Density (DTD) heuristic proposed in [1].

Most of the above mentioned algorithms (especially
the ones focusing on energy-efficient UA scheduling)
consider only non-increasing TUFs. Further, among these
studies, only CMA and UPA consider non-preemptive
jobs. Meanwhile, few of them present analytical solutions
to their proposed algorithms (see [39] for step TUFs, [20],
[37], [38], and [41] for non-increasing TUFs, and [19] for
unimodal TUFs which presents bounds on the accrued
utility of a non work-conserving algorithm). However,
none of these studies is based on an analytical queueing
modeling method. To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
there exists no exact analytical method for the evaluation
of the proposed UA scheduling algorithms with arbitrary
TUFs. The proposed method in this paper can be used to
precisely analyze and optimally configure the FRT system
(indicated in Section 2) with non-preemptive jobs and a
work-conserving scheduling algorithm while at the same
time it considers more general TUF shapes.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The importance of completing the execution of jobs in
many emerging real-time systems is more precisely de-
scribed by TUFs. Meanwhile, these systems may vastly be
subject to limited sources of energy. Therefore, maximiz-
ing different measures related to the accrued utility as
well as accrued utility per unit of energy are important
goals in the design of such systems.

In this paper, we consider a FRT system with an arbi-
trary capacity and Poisson arrival jobs. The jobs have ex-
ponential execution times, generally distributed relative
deadlines, and arbitrary shaped TUFs. The scheduling
policy in the system is FCFS. An analytical method is
proposed for the calculation of some performance and
power-related measures of the system. Using the analyti-
cal method, one can find the optimal processor speeds to
maximize the measures through equating the derivatives
of the respective formulations to zero and finding the
roots. However, due to the complexity of finding closed-
form solutions for the resulting equations, we have ob-
tained the optimal speeds through interval analysis and
GLS methods. For each measure, the optimal service rate
is then used to find the optimal system capacity among
some conceivable capacities for maximizing the same
measure. Some experiments are carried out for different
TUFs as well as the deterministic and exponential distri-
butions of relative deadlines. The results for the latter
distribution are also compared against the NP-EDF sche-
duling policy, which is known as an optimal policy for
binary-valued, downward step TUFs. It is shown through
the results which for some measures and TUFs FCFS out-
performs NP-EDF.

Several aspects of this work can be taken as insights in-
to directions for further research. Examples include con-

sideration of multipriority jobs or jobs with different
TUFs as well as presentation of policies based on similar
analytical methods for dynamic speed selection.
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